Old/Ongoing

1. Sierra Software Upgrade –
   a. Production upgraded 3/3/17. Any problems or questions?
2. Encore Duet Upgrade
   a. Encore 4.6 should be available this summer. I’ll let you know more as I do.
3. Training Server Refresh – Not yet scheduled, but hopefully spring semester
4. Item agency 10 – Carrier Center / Collierville: 41 items, none updated since 2013.
   a. Dr. Ford investigating.
5. “Discovery eBooks” in Encore Duet / EDS (UofM only!) – includes the full-text for over 500,000 eBooks.
   a. Activated over Spring Break; over 40 ILL requests in the first week (thanks Gail!)
   a. Start with Gov Pubs available (online / lib use only) items – completed (reports in lib all folder).
   b. Any other collections to check? Perhaps branch libraries?
7. New Item Location for USGS publications
   a. Update from Earth Sciences Library to MCZPS (McWherter Library Periodicals Storage)
   b. Item location labeled “McWherter Library - 2nd Floor - Periodicals Storage - Request at 1st floor Check Out Desk.”
8. SAGE Video records loaded 3/10/17 – Please confirm edits (Review File #39).
   a. Caitlin activated the single missing video collection and that will be loaded in the coming weeks.
9. IUG Enhancement Schedule?
   a. “There is no definite schedule in place for the 2016-2017 Enhancements Cycle due to transition to a new system. Further details will be shared as soon as they are available.”
10. ETD records: Elizabeth is still preparing previous years records and I’m creating item records and loading them.
    a. Elizabeth, please bring all documentation for the ETD record generating process.

New

1. Books at JSTOR Open Access to be loaded – recently activated in WorldShare Metadata (thanks Scott Cohen).
   a. Open access, will be open to all partner schools.
2. EDS is being further customized
   a. Chat Widgets on every page (results and record)
   b. Full Text Finder to differentiate between books/ebooks & articles/conference proceedings.
   c. Consistent use of logos / header
   d. Springshare products integrated (FAQ and Related LibGuides)
3. Floor plans!
   a. The location of oversized periodicals will change, so the Sierra code is correct, but the floor plan is not. Shall we revise all floor plans over the summer? http://sierra.memphis.edu/screens/floor2.html
4. IUG is two weeks away!
   a. What can I ask/complain about?
      i. Relator terms / codes (1xx/7xx $e and $4) in Encore. If they are not suppressed from view in all catalogs, they create problems in Encore. If a name is qualified $e editor and the name is clicked, Encore searches the phrase “name editor”.
      ii. When will data in authority records be leveraged for faceted or other search? We’d love to be able to search for fiction written by women from Memphis (as an example).
5. Preferred name in the ILS